Installation Instructions:

Before installing your ProSport Boost Controller we recommend you install any ProSport Boost gauge as most stock boost gauges will not read correctly at higher than stock boost levels. Keep in mind that raising your boost level will most likely void your vehicle warranty and if not done correctly can cause serious damage to your engine.

1) Connect the short end (Input side) of the Manual Boost Controller (MBC) to the boost source. The most common boost sources are the blow off valve or the turbo compressor housing.

2) Connect the long end (Output side) to the Wastegate Actuator.

3) External Wastegates: Use only the side port on the external wastegate. The top port should always vent to atmosphere when using a MBC for controlling boost.

Adjusting boost

Turning the MBC to the right (tightening) " + " increases boost.
Turning the MBC to the left (loosening) " - " decreases boost.

Use the numbers and letters as a guide, adjust boost ½ turn at a time to get to your desired boost level.

ProSport Inc. is only responsible for the MBC. Each MBC comes with a 2 year manufacturer warranty. Proof of purchase is required and nontransferable. Any modification of the MBC voids the warranty. See website for complete details.